April 8, 2018
Rebecca Reid,
Regional Director-General,
Department of Fisheries, Oceans and the Canadian Coast Guard, Vancouver.
VIA EMAIL ATTACHMENT ONLY

RE: March 27-29, 2018 FORUM ON CONSERVATION AND HARVEST PLANNING, KAMLOOPS, BC
Dear Rebecca Reid,
The last of three, 2018 Forums on Conservation and Harvest Planning events was held, March 27-29, 2018
in Kamloops, BC. Participants from over 50 First Nations organizations and Bands attended the Forum
from the Marine Approach and Fraser River areas. This letter is in response to information presented by
DFO at the Forum.
A summary of DFO’s presentations and related discussion, can be found in the Tier 2 minutes (Appendix
1). After the Forum FRAFS EC and staff summarized requests for additional information, advice,
recommendations, and actions from both the Tier 1 and Tier 2 minutes (Appendix 2).
At the Tier 1 meeting several general themes emerged. Forum process concerns including compressed
timeline for review, the lack of a May Forum (preventing a Forum response letter to follow up with the
comments made to the draft IFMP), and the late delivery of the draft IFMP & follow up documents, which
meant there was not sufficient information to fulfill consultation requirements with First Nations. DFO
provided the complete technical information for the draft IFMP one business day before the FRAFS JTWG
meeting, there was no time for any technical staff to perform a comprehensive review of the technical
documents in advance of the JTWG or the Forum. This timeline and process is not consultation with First
Nations in an open and transparent manner.
In addition the following points were discussed:
- Canada has committed to the implementation of UNDRIP principles. DFO needs to recognize the
obligation promised and acknowledge, and implement, the relevant articles. There are gaps
between UNDRIP principles and the IFMP process that need to be addressed in another
appropriate setting;
-

Priority access and allocation of Interior Fraser Coho allowable exploitation rate (ER) is not
occurring. Interior Fraser Coho ER impacts go through a rigorous planning and consultation
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process, therefore all planned and actual impacts should be transparent, available for discussion
and allocated to First Nations fisheries;
-

DFO needs to implement stronger marine recreational fishery restrictions in regards to Fraser
salmon and Steelhead. The Forum has heard for multiple years (from DFO Conservation &
Protection) that the complex Chinook management measures to protect Fraser Chinook stocks of
concern are difficult to enforce. Due to piecemeal conservation & protection data and the
Departments own staff admitting to this, DFO needs to implement decisive area closures on
marine recreational fisheries that encounter Fraser stocks of concern;

-

Technical information provided by DFO related to additional Fraser chinook fishery reductions at
the Forum was incomplete, specifically Fraser Spring 52 and Summer 52 CWT data is not
presented and a method to assess the coast-wide ERs by fishery for these MUs was not
identified. This is largely the result of delays to the Chinook 5 Year review, although there have
been concerns raised at the Chinook 5 Year review regarding the state of current data in marine
fisheries impacts. FRAFS Biologists noted an inability to receive any communication from DFO
prior to this Forum when requesting updates and further engagement in the Chinook 5 Year
Review process. DFO did not provide any technical information related to marine fisheries
impacts for this Chinook management group despite the availability of relevant DNA data for
some fisheries, some of which have been discussed in prior years. These data, along with other
key pieces of information would form the foundation of technical discussions in the 5 Year
Chinook Review and were expected to be a critical part of consultation with First Nations as part
of the 2018 pre-season planning process;

-

The Fraser Chinook “Zoned Approach” has not resulted in rebuilding Spring 52 and Summer 52
Fraser Chinook populations since implementation in 2012. Management objectives and
measures included as components of all Zones - particular Zone 1 – need to be re-developed
(jointly) by First Nations and DFO as a priority and as part of the intended 25-35% reduction in
Chinook impacts proposed by DFO in the 2018-2019 IFMP. If the 25-35 % reduction goes ahead
in 2018 then the all the conservation burden must be borne by the commercial and recreational
fisheries, not by FN as per the Sparrow priority;

-

Steelhead technical information provided by DFO at the JTWG and the Forum, including the
background information document did not provide technical rationale for the difference in
management treatment between fisheries for the proposed steelhead window closure. DFO
needs to describe the decision-making process for applying the window closure to fisheries that
may intercept an Interior Fraser Steelhead;

-

DFO-proposed Fraser sockeye management options are not consistent in treatment of COSEWIC
assessed Endangered sockeye designatable units. DFO provided insufficient explanation or
rationale related to this issue, either in the proposed management options information or
subsequent Forum discussion;
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-

3-Lower Fraser Bands court case is directly regarding priority access and concerns about First
Nations priority access compared to marine recreational fisheries. DFO needs to change the
management regime of marine sport fisheries from open until closed, to closed until open. This
changes the obligation of DFO from justifying a closure due to conservation concern, to justifying
an opening by demonstrating abundance and consistency with the Aboriginal Priority ;

-

DFO’s management actions do not conform with Sparrow case law and especially the priority
clause because if FSC needs are not being met then there will be no other fishing. There needs
to be accurate communications from the Department justifying their management actions as
consultation requirements with First Nations;

-

January Forum question about Area 29 access, and unanswered large scale ecosystem concerns
(fish farms, forest fires, Mt. Polley spill).

Additional suggestions & details are captured in the summary of action items noted in this letter.
First Nation participants identified that there are many on-going occurrences of outstanding issues and
recommendations carrying over from Forum to Forum for many years without any being addressed by
DFO. A recommendation was put by forward by First Nations that the Forum Planning Committee draft
a reporting and accountability mechanism for Forum meetings that meets the consultation obligations of
both DFO and First Nations. This mechanism was not available for the Kamloops Forum, but hopefully
will be developed for next year’s Forum process.
It was appreciated that DFO provided a response to action items from the January & February 2018
Forums, however there were several issues and recommendation from the FRAFS EC letters that were
not addressed. Please review the attached Tier 2 minutes and summary of action items from this
meeting and respond in writing before by April 17, 2018.

Respectfully,

Ken Malloway, FRAFS Chairperson,
On behalf of First Nation participants at the Kamloops Forum on Conservation and Harvest Planning
March 27-29, 2018.
CC:
Fraser River and Approach First Nations
First Nation Fisheries Council
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Honourable Dominic LeBlanc
Catherine Blewett
Angela Bate
Jeff Grout
Jennifer Nener
FRAFS Executive Committee, Biologists, Operations Manager, Communications Coordinator
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Appendix 1:
Tier 2: Forum on Conservation Harvest Planning for Fraser Salmon
Draft Minutes: March 27-29, 2018 Kamloops, BC
Disclaimer: These draft meetings notes seek to capture discussion points and comments
only, are not a verbatim record and are without prejudice.
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Action Items
•

DFO (Jamie) to follow up with Michelle re potential use of provincial water use plan data.

•

DFO (Jeff) to follow up re First Nations representative appointments to SRKW advisory
group.

•

DFO (Jeff) to follow up with more info on how funding will be distributed (question about
PICFI and indigenous program review).

•

DFO (Jeff) to follow up concerns about Chinook 5-year review, including need to
acknowledge/respond to First Nations’ technical questions.
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•

[Jeff: Re the chinook update, DFO needs more time to finalize a draft document for
discussion with First Nations. The other question noted is about the need to confirm
funding to carry out initiatives. ACTION?]

•

DFO to circulate map with chinook area measures.

•

DFO to provide marine recreational catch and retention data available for the steelhead
migration period.

•

DFO to correct steelhead closure dates.

Welcome, Introductions
The meeting opened with a prayer and welcome message from Elder Evelyn Camille from the
T’kumlups First Nation, who urged delegates to:
“…Work together and go beyond what is here to protect our sacred waters”
Following a welcome song from Amanda Celesta from the Simpcw First Nation on behalf of the
host nation, facilitator Marcel Shepert led a round of introductions. He reviewed his role as
neutral facilitator and the day’s agenda, which included a modified format based on feedback at
the last Forum. The Forum and meeting objectives were also noted as follow:
Overarching Purpose: The FORUM is intended to provide an annual process for
information sharing and discussion on Fraser salmon fisheries issues between DFO and
First Nations (Tier 2) and First Nations with other First Nations (Tier 1). First Nation
attendees have the opportunity to provide their advice and recommendations on
management plans.
March FORUM Purpose: The intent of this meeting is provide further detail on some of
the contents of the draft 2018/2019 IFMP for southern BC salmon and to continue
discussions on fishery planning for 2018. This is the final FORUM in-person meeting for
this season.
Discussion
•

What’s the purpose for breakout sessions and how will breakout discussions be captured?
•

•

Proposed breakout sessions are to provide more opportunity for informal delegate
discussion and exchange of ideas.

Q/A: The intent of DFO providing IFMP questions was not to elicit a consensus response
from delegates but to provide a focus for discussion and comment. DFO recognizes there
are many different interests.
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•

•

DFO: DFO has proposed certain ways to address key IFMP issues, but there may be
other ways to do it. The breakouts could be used to identify alternate solutions, and to
allow delegates to explore support and possible consensus for alternate approaches.

Since this is the last Forum, it’s not clear that this meeting and format provide sufficient time
to meet the requirements for joint consultation.
•

DFO: The timeline is challenging in terms of being able to hold another meeting this
year but a follow-up Webinar is planned.

Setting the Stage
Ken Malloway & Linda Stevens, Forum Co-Chairs
A joint opening presentation covered the following (see PowerPoint for details)
•

•

DFO summarized key topics covered at the January forum.
•

Malloway highlighted C&P reports at the January Forum on recreational fishery noncompliance in the Fraser and marine fisheries. First Nations welcome the Minister’s
commitments to invest in enforcement and want more details of where that money will
be spent. There is concern that anglers are not required to provide catch information
to First Nations fishery monitors.

•

DFO summarized concerns heard from First Nations, including about recreational
fisheries and monitoring, use of science, incorporation of First Nations objectives in
steelhead conservation planning and status of the 5-year chinook review.

DFO summarized the February Forum presentations, including sockeye forecast and
escapement plan options, Southern Resident Killer Whale (SRKW) measures, Pacific
Salmon Treaty (PST) negotiations and Fraser River Sockeye Spawning Initiative (FRSSI)
update.
•

Malloway stressed that more time was needed to discuss steelhead measures.

•

DFO noted key messages heard in February, including more consultation on PST
sockeye chapter, Implementing UNDRIP (United Nations Declaration on the Rights of
Indigenous People), how DFO implements priority access, fish health issues and
concerns about DFO’s Use of Fish policy to fund test fisheries.

•

Malloway noted ongoing discussion on how to engage First Nations in PST sockeye
negotiations.
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•

DFO also outlined a proposed approach to track issues and progress in responding, as
discussed at the February meeting, and new meeting format being tested for this meeting.
DFO plans a post-season review to consider other process improvements for next year, and
welcomes suggestions from all delegates.

Joint Technical Working Group Update
Aidan Fishery, FRAFS & Marla Maxwell, DFO - Co-chairs, JTWG
Co-chairs presented a joint report noting the following topics covered at their March 26 meeting
(see PowerPoint for details)
•

Ongoing technical updates and activities: Finalizing 2018 Terms of Reference, CSAS
(Canadian Science Advisory Secretariat) participation list.

•

2018/19 Southern Endowment Fund projects and how to ensure local First Nations
are informed and given full opportunities to participate.

•

Steelhead recovery potential analysis (RPA): expedited timeline to produce this
foundational technical document for the emergency SARA (Species At Risk Act)
listing.

•

Proposed 2018 steelhead measures (circulated by DFO late last week), and
challenge of technical staff providing advice given timelines and large data gaps.
•

DFO acknowledged that maintaining recreational fisheries open in marine
areas is a DFO policy decision, given the lack of data.

Discussion
•

We have concerns that the agenda only provides 50 minutes to discuss an issue that can
potentially shut our FSC and commercial fisheries in Johnston Strait and whether that is
sufficient. Our FSC fisheries will not bear the brunt of conservation.
•

•

Facilitator agreed to discuss the concern with the agenda committee overnight.

Which fisheries will bear the brunt of conservation measures? What DFO policy is the
recreational opening based on?
•

Questions were deferred to the Steelhead agenda item on Day 2.

Presentation, continued:
•

JTWG also discussed:
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•

Proposed measures to reduce fishery impacts by 25% - 35% on all Fraser chinook
aggregates (plus Nass and Skeena chinook), how to measure effects of potential
measures, given data gaps for Spring and Summer 52s due to lack of CWT (Coded
Wire Tag) data.

•

Delays in Chinook 5-year review, use of consistent inputs for new chinook
management tools, follow up on proposed CSAS method for reviewing chinook
fishery release mortality rates, adequacy of proposed measures and uncertainty in
fishery mortality estimates due to low CWT recovery rates.

Discussion
•

We have concerns about late receipt of information from DFO. In light of that and the limited
participation of Lower Fraser First Nations leaders here, it will not meet the test for joint
consultation. We realize DFO staff are doing their best but the IFMP timelines just don’t
work.

•

Why do other sectors get another meeting but not First Nations?

Presentation, continued:
•

JTWG also discussed sockeye escapement planning and a planning tool that First Nations
can use to evaluate impacts of different options on their fisheries, including which scenarios
would invoke LAER (Low Abundance Exploitation Rate) policies, and the sockeye ESSR
(Escapement Surplus to Spawning Requirement) fishery policy.

Discussion
•

How does DFO incorporate data available from the provincial water use plans in
management planning?

ACTION: DFO (Jamie S.) to follow up with Michelle re potential use of data from provincial water
use plans.
•

•

How fine a scale can the planning tool be used at?
•

DFO: It’s not fishery-specific, but you can get an indication because it provides
available harvest at different return levels.

•

DFO: With a number of assumptions you can predict escapement for different CUs.

•

It can provide useful information at the LFFA (i.e. area) level.

Q/A: The JTWG did not have time to model implications of proposed 2018 measures.
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•

The JTWG was established to allow technical staff to evaluated proposed measures to
inform the Forum process. It feels like it’s becoming another information session and that
evaluation is not happening. Our technicians need to get the technical information in time to
do the analysis required to inform this discussion, as other speakers have noted.
•

•

Agreed. I don’t feel that I’m getting helpful technical advice from the JTWG. It feels
like a repeat of what DFO is going to present later. We want to know what the
recreational impacts were last year, how they compare to FSC impacts and what
DFO will do about it. There is concern that the rec sector will be allowed to go fishing
while we are talking about reductions in our fisheries. We also feel this is not a
transparent process and we are very frustrated that the proposed chinook reductions
came out a day after our last meeting, instead of giving us time to discuss it.

Are the ESSR opportunities about commercial or FSC access?
•

DFO: DFO would first look at whether FSC needs have been met. If so, DFO would
contemplate allowing fish for sale. ESSR originally focused on hatchery populations,
so the IFMP framework attempts to address uncertainties re wild populations to
broaden that.

Presentation, continued:
•

Looking forward: Further JTWG involvement proposed re planning chinook and steelhead
measures.

Review/discussion: DFO Response to Forum letters
Jeff Grout, DFO
DFO acknowledged the process concerns heard, noting the challenge of dealing with two major
emerging issues within tight timeframes of the annual fishery planning process. DFO proposes
extending the IFMP deadline to April 13. Adding another Forum meeting is a bigger question for
discussion re future years (follow-up Webinar planned for this year).
Given the chinook planning concerns raised by various groups, DFO is considering a Chinook
Committee call and inviting JTWG reps to join that and/or setting up a separate JTWG
discussion on chinook. DFO acknowledged the concerns about short timelines regarding
chinook and steelhead measures, which were driven by the emergency COSEWIC steelhead
listing and unexpected need for new chinook measures due to broad continuing declines.
DFO’s response to the FRAFS letter (copy on FRAFS website) addresses concerns re species
management, the need for a better issue/response tracking system, process for consulting First
Nations on PST sockeye renegotiation, UNDRIP implementation (federal committee is looking at
how to apply these principles to current federal policies and DFO is still awaiting more explicit
direction on how to do that).
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DFO’s letter also provides a link to the current work on indigenous program renewal (re fishery
Guardian questions), and questions about fishery monitoring and enforcement. DFO is trying to
be transparent about these programs and the letter includes links for further information. DFO’s
annual budget timing does not permit inclusion of many program details in the draft IFMP, but
DFO can communicate past and planned coverage levels when that information is available.
There are still questions about implications of the shift from PICFI (Pacific Integrated
Commercial Fisheries Initiative) to base budget funding for some of these programs.
DFO is also looking at making creel survey information etc. more easily available, including
distribution of weekly in-season results.
For the chinook measures, DFO is looking at something in the range of 25-35% reductions in
total mortality for Fraser and other stocks of concern (DFO hasn’t looked at specifically including
Vancouver Island stocks). DFO staff compiled and shared technical information and follow-up
discussion of specific measures is planned, including measures for northern BC fisheries that
could benefit Fraser chinook stocks. The 5-year review won't be ready in time to inform 2018
planning. Run reconstruction work (including Fraser and marine fisheries) is important and that
work is continuing.
On SRKW conservation measures, a discussion document was circulated in February, with
comments requested by early March. DFO proposed a multi-sector advisory committee to help
plan measures but appointments and terms of reference have not been finalized. DFO hopes to
convene the group in April, once it has drafted a “What we heard” document. Next steps include
follow up on how to appoint the First Nations reps to this group.
ACTION: DFO (Jeff) to follow up re First Nations rep appointments to SRKW advisory group.
The DFO letter also reviews proposed Fraser sockeye management, proposal to maintain coho
management (and discussion about how coho impacts are distributed), steelhead conservation
(including challenges linked to data gaps and what selective fisheries should be allowed), and
questions about Fraser chum allocations. A separate DFO letter addresses PST engagement.
Discussion
•

Missing elements are seal/sea lion predation, fish farming and reducing recreational limits. If
we had confronted steelhead concerns 10 years ago, we might not face a COSEWIC listing
today. It feels like we’re just starting these discussions and this is our last Forum for 2018.
We also want to discuss concerns about DFO closing our constitutionally-protect fisheries in
Johnston Strait while recreational fisheries continue.
•

DFO: Several recent papers discussed predation impacts on salmon and steelhead
juveniles. We will take an ecosystem approach to conservation, including habitat
restoration and enhancement as well as fishery measures. We can also look at
addressing human activities that encourage seal predation. DFO is seeking feedback
on ways to address steelhead conservation while permitting FSC access.
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•
•

Sea otters will also become an increasing threat in future.

Work is needed to identify socioeconomic impacts on First Nations of the steelhead issues.
On chum access, DFO commercial licence buybacks were supposed to benefit in-river First
Nations fisheries but that hasn’t happened. We’ve tried unsuccessfully to get hearings with
the ministerial group and the federal Standing Committee on Fisheries, which is mainly
hearing from commercial fishers. They need to hear us and to follow through on Ottawa’s
commitments to reconciliation.
•

DFO: The expedited Steelhead emergency listing process includes provisions for
Cabinet to consider socioeconomic impacts.

•

It’s time to stop talking/start acting on marine mammal impacts — it’s huge in our area.

•

We’re only aware of CFEs being funded by PICFI currently so (question about budget
funding). How is DFO quantifying the 25-35% reductions and how much of that includes the
SRKW reductions? DFO and the Province need to start work now on the socioeconomic
analysis of impacts on First Nations.
•

•

ACTION: DFO to follow up with more info on how funding will be distributed (question about
PICFI and indigenous program review).
•

•

DFO: CFE funding is ongoing. We are looking at a transition strategy for funding
monitoring and other programs, and also hope to save money by doing things
differently. The indigenous program review is looking at where to allocate funding
(Cindy Wong)

DFO: The 25-35% reductions are proposed for 2018 because of quite dramatic
declines relative to brood and broader coast-wide declines. No decisions yet made on
specific measures. DFO is not proposing 25-35% cuts to fisheries across the board.
We will respect FSC priorities and are seeking advice on which fisheries to target.
SRKW conservation measures may potentially pass through more chinook
escapement but with significant uncertainty.

Technical staff have not had much time to consider the chinook technical info. The CSAS
science response is still draft and there is no way for external staff to review and reconstruct
the analysis. We started the 5-year review jointly with DFO staff, but we’ve only had three
encounters so far to discuss information exchange without actually exchanging information.
Our emails to DFO committee members after the last Forum have gone unacknowledged
and unanswered, which I take as a personal insult, warranting reconsideration of whether to
continue my participation. The SRKW proposal, which shows closure of the north arm of the
Fraser but not other arms, was drafted without consulting local traditional knowledge, which
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could have provided useful insight on traditional SRKW feeding areas. On steelhead, we’ve
been trying to resolve the lack of clarity re DFO/provincial authority and responsibilities for a
long time. I found a DFO policy document that very clearly states DFO has exclusive
legislative authority for inland fisheries under the federal Fisheries Act. With chum, the use of
DFO inventory licences to provide allocations for FSC fisheries runs counter to DFO policies.
FSC needs should have been accounted for before allocating commercial TACs. So there
are concerns that these things are still happening.
•

DFO: Those are some insightful comments and we can look further at the steelhead
and chum points. Agreed that collaborative approaches are better, and that was not
done in this case. DFO requested the chinook CSAS response to support the 2018
management concerns and the need for action. This was an attempt to provide
science advice for the IFMP in a more transparent way, so there might not be a
formal CSAS review. Re the 5-year review, we also need to follow up on the concerns
expressed, as that’s clearly not working well. ACTION

•

PICFI was supposed to transfer access to inland First Nations fisheries, but most of it has
gone to the coast. DFO should do more to help inland First Nations to access those funds.

•

We need the IFMP deadline to be postponed until at least the third week in April.
•

DFO: We can convey that, while noting that the longer we extend consultations, the
longer before we can start implementing new measures.

Draft IFMP Changes: Chinook management measures
Jeff Grout, DFO
DFO briefly reviewed management considerations, existing management, and proposed
reductions, noting these may vary across fisheries (See PowerPoint and technical documents for
more details):
Discussion
•

A series of Canadian court decisions were very clear that conservation and FSC needs must
be fully met before any fish can be allocated to non-FSC fisheries, and that the burden of
meeting conservation should not fall on Aboriginal fisheries. The recreational sector is still
fishing, while we are shut down. Three First Nations are currently in court over these issues.
The recreational fishery must be shut down before our fisheries face any reductions.
•

Agreed. If our FSC needs are not being met, where is our accommodation? We
haven’t heard from DFO about any reductions to recreational fishing. They are still
out there and getting a lot more than we get. This does not feel like a transparent
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process. It feels adversarial. If we don’t give you an answer today, what is DFO’s
plan?
•

DFO: Agree this is a challenging discussion. The intent is for reductions to benefit
conservation (escapement) if we can. I hear the concern that we don’t have a
fleshed-out plan about which fisheries should be affected. We hear the advice that
First Nations fisheries should not be affected. We also hear the desire or more
information on impacts in previous years, though we don’t have that yet. DFO does
not yet have a specific 2018 plan for the reductions in mind, as we are waiting for the
results of consultations to develop that. Out plan will also consider impacts of planned
reductions in northern fisheries.

The facilitator noted a conundrum in this conversation: In the past, First Nations were offended
when DFO came with a plan already drafted, so now they are seeking input in advance on what
the plan should be. Recognizing the data deficiencies, there is still a need to implement the best
possible plan for 2018.
•

The DFO paper says the work needed to resolve uncertainties and support decision-making
has not been done, so the bottom line is they don’t know and we don’t know what’s causing
the declines, although clearly the declines are continuing.
•

•

The IFMP process doesn’t work for us. With UNDRIP coming we will need a new way to
work with DFO. When DFO plans fisheries on Fraser stocks, there is no consideration of
impacts on our local stocks of concern and we are not being consulted about that to meet the
test of prior informed consent. We want to write the IFMP with DFO, or perhaps on our own,
in consultation with DFO. Right now it’s not working. The sport fishing industry seems to
trump our rights-based fisheries because we are out of the water and they’re still out fishing.
All DFO’s advisory boards are working against us. The whole gamut needs to change. This is
just about salmon — I have to deal with 17 other IFMPs. If our tone is harsh here, it’s
because we have to go through this time and again, and we don’t see our advice reflected in
DFO’s final plans.
•

•

DFO: We could use Webinars for a follow-up discussion that includes a science
presentation. In terms of the response for this year’s IFMP, it’s also valid to advise
that the proposed 2018 reductions aren’t warranted given the work underway.

DFO: Clearly government has signaled that change is coming with UNDRIP. Our
current planning process tries to clearly document what we’ve heard about the
options.

We have historical trust issues about a government that doesn’t hear us when we speak. We
hired our own biologists thinking that would help and now we’re not getting the technical
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information they need to help us provide advice. It feels like we have to keep repeating
ourselves every time we come here. It feels like we are at a complete disadvantage. I don’t
come here to make friends, I’m here to represent issues for my community.
•
•

It’s hard to talk about chinook reductions, given our poor sockeye harvests. How can we talk
about putting chinook in our freezers if they are declining every year? DFO needs to just
reduce the other fisheries.
•

•

Q/A: Clarification re chinook technical document.

Shouldn’t DFO start with totally closing commercial and recreational fisheries before
coming to this group to talk about any further reductions in FSC fisheries? We should
not have to deal with any FSC measures before the other fisheries are closed.

Are the proposed 2018 measures different to last year and did anything change as a result of
previous measures?
•

DFO: We have been trying to rebuild Fraser chinook Spring 42s and Spring/Summer
52s for several years. We are proposing further measures for the 2018 IFMP, which
will be implemented for the coming season, so the question is about whether we
should have further cuts to some fisheries. We also welcome advice on how best to
communicate back once we incorporate the feedback we have heard.

•

Why are we even having this discussion at this table if FSC fisheries come first? The reason
is simply about money and it’s time that was stated in this room. First Nations go to court and
win and the court rulings are ignored. It’s time that First Nations, having won these cases, get
the changes they’re seeking or else get accommodated.

•

Q/A: Re chinook technical document/print error. Document to be reprinted and DFO noted an
action items already identified re following up science questions re the chinook 5-year
review.

•

First Nations have diverse interests. When we attempt to force consensus, it feels like my
voice is lost and someone else is speaking for me. Much of the feedback from this Forum
does not reflect the feedback I offer on behalf of my community. The process is faulty and it
doesn’t feel like we are making collective decisions. I don’t know who to blame, but I end up
resenting the process. I am still upset because I don’t feel my voice was reflected in
decisions at the LFFA last week. I’m not here to make friends, but when I disagree it feels
like my voice is excluded and then my community loses out.

•

There is a lot of passion in this room and I want to be disciplined in my comments. We
should start by talking about UNDRIP and what that looks like before we talk about fisheries
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planning. DFO says the minister has the final say about what happens in our territory, but
UNDRIP will change that. Our nations are unhappy across BC and are coming together. How
do we change this process to help DFO understand the values of First Nations people?
Because you will never understand. Our frustration is because we are still talking about the
same issues as 20 years ago, e.g. recreational fishing, logging impacts. We want DFO to
come to our communities to discuss a plan that will benefit us all.
•

It would have been helpful to provide the chinook technical document in time to inform our
regional discussion last week. It’s very helpful to see the impacts of north coast fisheries on
Fraser chinook in that document. If we had had a chance to review it in advance, it would
have led to a far more productive discussion here today.
•

DFO: Re the chinook update, we need more time to finalize a draft document for
discussion with First Nations. The other question noted is about the need to confirm
funding to carry out initiatives. ACTION?

Breakouts sessions: Chinook management
DFO and First Nations participants broke up into three groups to brainstorm suggestions in
response to the following three discussion questions on 2018 Fraser chinook management:
•

Additional information requirements?

•

Suggested other management measures?

•

Zoned management approach?

•

Other?

Plenary report: Breakouts
A representative from each group was invited to briefly report back on highlights of their
discussion.
(Note: Delegates later noted that these should not be taken as consensus or formal IFMP
advice. Reports don’t reflect all suggestions and perspectives, nor was support for suggestions
tested.)
Group 1 Highlights:
What information is needed?
•

Don’t know yet because we need more time to analyze the technical info provided.

•

Want more data on impacts in US/Alaska fisheries, bycatch impacts

•

Fishery at the mouth of the Fraser?
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ACTION: DFO to circulate map with chinook area measures
•

Mortality impacts from Chinook Technical Committee — 18% for recreational release
mortality.

•

Request for scenarios showing expected impacts in harvest numbers, not percentages.

•

Close all recreational fisheries, not just chinook.
•

Reduce rec chinook limits to 1/day

•

More tagging for hatchery fish, more enforcement, more co-management

•

Limit recreational effort (licence lottery, no derbies)

•

FSC fisheries should be in a different management “zone” to reflect priority.

•

Important to redefine the federal definition of consultation to ensure it’s meaningful; spectrum
of consultation.

•

More conservative escapement goals needed for Zone 1, with management that does more
to change abundance trends. DFO should stay in the precautionary zone until recovery is
clearly on track; maybe a Zone Zero?

•

Need for a more level playing field for First Nations in shaping the IFMP (vs. advice to DFO
being weighted based on the number of emails).

Group 2 Highlights:
•

Reduce other sectors first, while protecting FSC access to reflect priority rights.

•

Reduce overall recreational fishery effort, not just bag limits.

•

Later start to protect Spring/Summer 52s; total allocation of Summer 41s to protect FSC
access

•

Focus on fisheries with highest impacts, such as NC fisheries and marine rec fisheries.

•

For JDF and SOG, reduce daily, possession and annual chinook limits; maximum size limit of
63 - 67 cm to protect large spawners.

•

Rec fishery should be closed by default unless opened.

•

Improved creel and mandatory reporting by guides and lodges

•

Monitoring plan for all Fraser chinook recreational fisheries
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•

Review the current zoned management plan.

Group 3 Highlights:
•

•

Have recreational fisheries met the 45% reduction target yet? (Part of 5-year review)
•

Slot limits implemented in 2012, but there was no reduction in access/opportunity.

•

Close marine recreational fisheries until this question is answered?

Transparency: Full reporting on all fisheries/sectors, all impacts, all measures to provide
context.
•

•

More time needed to discuss the info, DFO must provide more clarity.

The 25%-35% reductions must be focused in a manner that respects FSC priority:
•

The DNA analysis showing stock-specific impacts in the JDF rec fishery should also
be considered.

•

Need for complete data set; support Chilko CWT/improved data for S/S 52s

•

Commercial fishery measures as well

•

Recreational fisheries should be closed wherever those fish are encountered (Avid Angler
showed impacts up to Area 13)

•

•

Concern that recreational fishers can just shift effort if you close some areas/fisheries.
Zone 1 measures aren’t working because of this.

•

Consistent rec measures across the entire migration corridor also facilitate
enforcement.

Clear, definitive measure like reducing chinook catch/possession limits by 50%
•

Will this result in additional release mortalities?

•

Are slot limits causing additional release mortality? Consider encounter rates, sorting,
release mortalities in measures to reduce impacts.

•

Update incidental mortality rate tables.

•

It’s not clear what the SRKW measures will contribute to chinook recovery.

•

Zone 1 is not working: There should be a Zone Zero.
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•

Zone 1 keeps First Nations fisheries closed while rec are open; everyone should
closed.

•

Different zones for different areas?

•

Less restrictive “zone” management for FSC fisheries if that’s the priority.

•

Open the box of zoned management to re-examine what actions, triggers and
implementation is appropriate to achieve objectives. Does the current approach
respect FSC priority?

•

Q/A: Measures haven’t applied above the Thompson because impacts are very low and they
don’t impact several key stocks.

•

Consider TEK wherever appropriate.

Day 2: Welcome, Opening Prayer
The day began with a welcome prayer by Chief Thomas Alexis.

Opening comments
Terry Teegee, AFN
Terry Teegee gave an overview of his national portfolio, which includes leadership on fisheries.
He noted the hopes among First Nations for change based on the federal commitments to
UNDRIP and the Truth and Reconciliation Commission, and the importance of DFO hearing First
Nations concerns regarding the importance of their fisheries, the seriousness of conservation
issues likes steelhead, and the need to strengthen management to address these concerns. He
said the federal government’s commitments are not being translated into front-line management.
He also stressed the value of finding ways to strengthen engagement of First Nations in fisheries
management and in guiding the integration of First Nations rights in new legislation to protect
fish and fisheries that are critically important to all aspects of life for First Nations communities.
Marcel Shepert briefly recapped Day 1 discussion and the Day 2 agenda.

2018 Sockeye management
Jamie Scroggie, DFO
DFO presentation covered the following (See PowerPoint for details)
•

Forecast overview

•

Two escapement plan options included in IFMP, and note that DFO welcomes advice on
other options.
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•

IFMP questions, including forecast probability levels for pre-season planning, LAER (Low
Abundance Exploitation Rates), TAM (Total Allowable Mortality) caps, lower fishery
reference points.

Discussion
•

•

How does it affect fishing options if you change TAM instead of LAER? I was hoping for that
kind of information from the JTWG, instead of the presentation we heard yesterday.
•

DFO: The JTWG can provide answers if such questions go to the JTWG co-chairs in
advance (e.g. suggested a week in advance). There are also resource capacity
challenges for the JTWG.

•

It’s challenging to do that if we don’t get the information from DFO early enough to
frame our questions.

How do we protect the COSEWIC sockeye stocks if there is a 60% TAM for the aggregate?
•

DFO: If you want to protect the COSEWIC stocks, you would lower the TAM cap.

•

When you change these numbers it affects our ability to catch our FSC allocations.
DFO needs to provide a plan that shows how you can deliver our allocation upriver.
Under this plan, you’re not delivering the necessary fish up-river.

Presentation, continued:

•

[Correction: Late Stewart/Quesnel numbers reversed for p25, p50 and p75 columns.]

•

Additional sockeye IFMP questions include having an extra week closure for Early Summers
and FSC sharing plans in the event of low TAC (Total Allowable Catch).

•

Preliminary test fishing plan.

Discussion
•

First Nations have asked about the possibility of changing licence amounts to allow
additional “make-up” harvest in a good year like 2018 to make up for community harvest
needs not being met in past/future low abundance years, with a corresponding adjustment in
the amount set aside for FSC fisheries at the Fraser Panel.
•

DFO: We’ve been in a sharing situation, and First Nations haven’t met their needs for
several years, so this is a unique situation. DFO has not formally received such a
request yet, but we welcome advice on this, while mindful of conservation constraints,
and also on the potential to use ESSRs for FSC as well as commercial fisheries.
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•

The licence targets were set by DFO, not First Nations. As the manager, DFO has
responsibility to manage in a way that delivers those targets.

•

We still have to talk about steelhead and the impact those measures will have on our fishery.
Aggregate management is not working for us. In 2014, when we had 14 million sockeye, we
were put out of the water because of aggregate management.

•

UFFCA may ask for collaborative FSC fisheries on specific streams to protect the weaker
stocks.

•

We need to consider extra harvest in high abundance years to make up for low years. Does
DFO have an update on the ocean science meeting?
•

•

We have an opportunity for good harvests this year, but at the same time we have several
stocks of concern, so is it business as usual or does the COSEWIC listing affect
management?
•

•

•

DFO: An ocean science summary was presented at the January Forum. DFO’s Sue
Grant is developing a new State of the Salmon report, so that may be of interest.

DFO: We are consulting on that. Management comes down to balancing harvest and
conservation and not everyone agrees on what’s the right balance.

We have concerns about DFO’s Use of Fish policy to fund test fisheries. It infringes on our
rights when our FSC needs are not being met. It’s inappropriate for DFO to refer to First
Nations as stakeholders.
•

DFO: My understanding is “Use of Fish” will not be used to fund test fisheries in lowrun years when FSC needs cannot be met, so no retention in those years other than
fish caught for science or gillnet fish that are dead (which are kept and sold). It has
been suggested that additional fish be caught this year to fund test fisheries in future
low abundance years, so DFO is consulting to determine views on this.

•

That is not supported, especially when we are not getting our food fish and having to
buy fish from Alaska.

Q/A: The IFMP includes a question regarding support for an additional week closure to
protect Early Stuart (or not).
•

DFO: In Johnston Strait, the early closure also protects Sakinaw and Nimpkish.

•

Q/A - DFO: Agreed that the IFMP language re this closure can be clarified.
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•

DFO uses the adjacency policy to separate us from West Coast First Nations, when we try to
share our fish to meet their FSC needs. DFO should adhere to our traditional agreements
with others like Ahousat. Regarding these window closures, what are we doing to restore
these stocks? We’re being forced to rely more on Fraser stocks because our local stocks
have been mismanaged.
•

•

DFO should make it clearer that the additional week window closure is primarily to
protect Early Summers, although it does also protect Early Stuart. This is an issue in
the Lower Fraser, in terms of how bycatch in that week is allocated.

Upper Fraser First Nations are working on a number of habitat projects, including projects to
reduce logging impacts, with additional funding/support from Ottawa and the Province.
•

We would like a commitment from DFO for more funding to restore systems where
stocks are struggling, not just Early Stuart.

•

We also want support for work to reverse declines in Nimpkish sockeye.

Day 2: Caucus Breakouts
Participants broke into four regional groups for another brainstorming session on fishery
planning priorities, with discussion highlights reported back as follows:
(Note: Delegates later noted that these should not be taken as consensus or formal IFMP
advice. Reports don’t reflect all suggestions and perspectives, nor was support for suggestions
tested.)
Upper Fraser Highlights
Reporter: Thomas Alexis
•

No support for either DFO escapement plan option, UFFCA considering an Option 3, with
allocation sharing/additional stock-specific harvest.

•

COSEWIC conservation concerns.

•

Support for an extra week window closure to protect Early Summers.

•

Nechako white sturgeon conservation impedes Upper Fraser food fisheries; management
actions needed to protect SRKW critical habitat.

•

Extended harvest proposed for 2018 to make up for deficits in the last 10 - 15 years. DFO
needs to model this and we need to look at additional stock-specific harvest (also to
compensate for reduced access due to Mt Polley spill and last year’s forest fires).
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•

DFO needs to take a broader view in management vs. area management silos; more focus
on restoration work being done in the Upper Fraser.

Mid Fraser
Reporter: Tracy Winbush
•

Limited results due to DFO data gaps.

•

DFO must limit recreational fishing to ensure FSC needs are met

•

FSC needs are not being met to date: First Nations had no say in setting the 1 million
allocation for FSC, which should be increased at least to 1.5 million as a starting point.

•

ESSR: We need more fish to cover social and ceremonial needs first.

•

Better notification of run timing for the mid/upper river to support fishery planning and to
avoid planning openings when fish are not present.

•

Fishery management measures that deliver abundance to the upper tributaries in order to
meet FSC needs from the limited stocks that migrate up-river.

•

At p10 we need to reduce TAM (discussion started/not concluded).

•

Birkenhead is a stock of concern, which warrants a review of management levers (e.g. TAM,
LAER etc.) to at least bring it back into the amber range.

Vancouver Island
Reporter: Sonora Thompson
•

Request a copy of DFO’s Excel spreadsheet so that technical staff can explain options and
implications to local communities.

•

Need to review test fishery allocations and how much fish is actually taken — propose
sharing of workshop notes with Forum participants.

•

At p10 level, reduce recreational/commercial catch to meet needs of FSC fisheries.

•

Additional catch in 2018 for future low abundance years.

•

Window closure: 3-week closure has worked for marine areas. Important to recognize the
value of marine fisheries in establishing in-season abundance.

•

LAER: Limited ability to access our fish but we also need to get fish back to the spawning
grounds.
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•

Q/A: Re why p10, this point was about management for low run sizes being more focused on
ensuring that FSC needs are met. DFO should also consider the desire to catch more fish if
possible to make up for low-abundance years.
•

This question needs to go back to local communities to discuss implications for
commercial fisheries.

Lower Fraser
Bobbi Peters read a statement from the Lower Fraser delegates, with the request that FRAFS
EC exclude LFFA from the record of breakout sessions. The following is a verbatim transcript:
“Lower Fraser First Nations respect the FRAFS Forum and the time and energy spent by those
who coordinate it. We also acknowledge the Facilitator and the expertise Marcel brings to this
table. We acknowledge DFO colleagues who want to do the right thing but are confined by policy
and process. Most importantly we wanted to be respectful of the First Nations and territories
where we are conducting this business. Thank you for the hospitality and being such great
hosts.

“Lower Fraser First Nations were uncertain about the breakout sessions as it wasn’t defined how
the outcomes and reports would be utilized by DFO. This is still not clear but the assumption is
that the results will be used by DFO to inform the IFMP, and utilized as a consensus response
from First Nations participating at the Forum. We appreciate the Planning Committee for
pursuing alternative approaches however it may not be any different than the format of
answering DFO questions asked at previous Forums. Respectfully, we request that the FRAFS
Executive Committee exclude Lower Fraser First Nations from the record of the breakout
sessions.

“Many of the following comments are an extension of the LFFA letter sent to DFO and FRAFS
last week:

•

“DFO has not met the FRAFS Forum joint consultation as described in the Douglas Case.

•

DFO provided IFMP discussion documents one business day before the Joint
Technical Working Group and this did not allow time for the biologists to review and
assess the proposed management actions.

•

Similarly, this did not provide time for FN regional bodies and their biologists to review
and provide advice to the First Nations in advance of the FRAFS Forum.

•

We are not aware of any First Nation bilateral engagement with Lower Fraser First
Nations who do not participate at FRAFS or LFFA.

•

This year’s IFMP seems to have more complex issues, but DFOs lack of capacity to
provide data and information to First Nations in a timely manner cannot compromise
the deep and meaningful consultation requirement.
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•

In general, DFO has failed to provide data and information relevant to the IFMP in a
timely manner prior to the 2018 FRAFS Forums.

•

Lower Fraser First Nations require more time for IFMP review and recommend a
dead line extension to the end of April 2018. Even then the Nations are uncertain if
DFO can provide the necessary data, information and answers to the IFMP issues.

“Regarding Chinook and Steelhead:

•

“DFO has not provided a quantitative or science based rationale for additional Chinook
reductions of 25-35%. These reductions appear to be an arbitrary decision of the RDG. The
RDG has not committed to government to government engagement with Lower First Nations
and the FRAFS Forum cannot be a default for that purpose.

•

•

“DFO nor the Province of BC has provided a quantitative or science based rationale to
support Steelhead exposure and exploitation rates.

•

Today, Lower Fraser First Nations do not accept any reduction in their Chinook or
Steelhead as a constraint to our FSC fisheries. Contrary to the Sparrow decision,
Lower Fraser First Nations with other First Nations are bearing the brunt of
conservation for these species while Recreational and Commercial fisheries in the
marine and Fraser mainstem waters continue to intercept our food and endangered
species year after year. We feel that this has been occurring in spite of the Sparrow
decision and other court cases that were described this week.

•

It’s time for DFO to do the right thing and implement Recreational and Commercial
closures to protect, accommodate and implement First Nation priority and access to
food.

•

Lower Fraser First Nations must honor and protect our culture, traditions and right to
the fish and fisheries.

“During the FRAFS discussions, there has been limited to no mention of Lower Fraser
Steelhead and Coho; Lower Fraser First Nations encounters with Steelhead and Coho could
be Lower Fraser stocks. We want to see appropriate stock assessment and conservation
measures implemented to protect these fish.

“Regarding FRAFS Forum engagement and consultation:

•

“The Lower Fraser Fisheries Alliance has a mandate to respond to the IFMP. This mandate
has been endorsed by the twenty-two-member Nations. LFFA does not have mandate to
provide recommendations or advice at FRAFS Forums.
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•

“Lower Fraser First Nation leadership with a mandate participate at FRAFS Forums on behalf
of their Nations. This week there were approximately six of thirty Lower Fraser Chief and
Council members in attendance. There were eight others who serve as fishery managers to
their Nations, biologists or LFFA staff.

•

“Moving forward, and in the absence of additional FRAFS Forums, Lower Fraser First
Nations remain committed to working with our MOU partners: IMAWG, Secwepemc Fisheries
Commission (SFC), UFFCA, ONA and the FNFC. Fish and our fisheries cannot be managed
in isolation. We remain committed to working with other Nations and DFO as well.”

(End of Lower Fraser verbatim statement)

Interior Fraser Steelhead: Window Closure
Jeff Grout, DFO
DFO presentation reviewed the following (See PowerPoint for details)
•

Proposed IFMP measures to protect IF steelhead and request for advice on what is an
appropriate response.

•

Background: emergency listing process, stock status, conservation concerns, limited data on
fishery impacts.

•

Proposed window closure and whether that respects allocation priorities, what selective
fisheries should be permitted and timing.

•

DFO questions on proposed IFMP management objective and measures.

Discussion
•

We need data on bycatch morality rates in different fisheries and where those fish are
caught. The Tsilhqot’in nation has a moratorium on their own food fishery to protect
steelhead. That should be reflected in all presentations.
•

•

DFO: We have very sparse data to support estimates of release mortality. Fishery
encounters are rare. We have some data on marine/Lower Fraser encounters, but we
don’t know which steelhead those are, so it’s a major source of uncertainty.

Which fisheries does the rolling window closure affect? What policy supports having a rec
fishery opening? What happens in Area 14 - 19? Maybe shutting rec fisheries altogether will
protect more than 90% of the run.
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•

DFO: The rolling window closure affects all fisheries in the Fraser and commercial
and First Nations marine fisheries. Marine recreational fisheries would not be allowed
to retain steelhead. The basis for that is information that steelhead are rarely
encountered and with hook and line/ no bait we should expect high release success.
Regarding the areas outlined, most fishing at these times is in the JS mixed stock
fishery, so it’s important to identify those fisheries. The intent was not to indicate that
fishing would be permitted in areas 14-19; it’s just that no mixed stock fishing occurs
in those areas, only limited terminal fisheries.

•

What is DFO’s basis for concluding that impacts in recreational fisheries are limited, if
there is limited monitoring in those times and areas? If we’re trying to save steelhead,
why is any fishing at all being permitted, while our fisheries are closed?

•

DFO: Some FSC fisheries occur in these marine areas (JS and Cowichan/terminal
areas). For the recreational fishery, we propose that it remain open for salmon
retention. DFO can provide the recreational catch and retention available for that time
of year ACTION

•

Tsawwassen has treaty rights so I come here to share information with other First Nations.
Our fisheries are being affected and yet even the Area 29 fishery won’t be affected by
proposed measures. I hate to say it but it’s too late for steelhead. If you can’t rebuild coho
and Early Stuart after all this time, we should be realistic that it’s not going to happen. All that
will happen with these measures is the rec fishery will simply move out of the mouth of the
Fraser.

•

Why are people above Mission being shut down for longer? We’ve been closed above Hope
for 20 years. Regarding mortality rates, many anglers use bait when they fish, so there is a
high chance the fish will die when released. DFO did a study of bottom bouncing and beach
seine and in both cases it was less than 1%, yet DFO still uses a mortality rate of 5% for our
beach seines.
•

•

DFO: Dates shown for closures to be corrected ACTION

Closing our marine fisheries makes no sense. DFO should close the recreational in-river
Thompson trout fishery, which is the only direct harvest on steelhead. DFO and the province
need to work together to accomplish this. For West Coast commercial fisheries, you should
look at measures like mesh size and revival boxes.
•

DFO: We are discussing coordinated action with the province to ensure that our
steelhead measures are aligned, including looking at freshwater recreational
fisheries.
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•

I’m disturbed by DFO assumptions about our fishery impacts, as we don’t encounter
steelhead in Areas 12-13, and the proposed management will have a huge impact by closing
one of our three commercial openings.
•

•

DFO: We share the frustration re the limited data to estimate fishery impacts.

Secwepemc feels that at least DFO is proposing some action. The coho closure has
provided some benefits and DFO has to make a decision notwithstanding the data gaps. We
each have to look at what we can do in our areas to support steelhead. Our communities
have not fished steelhead for 30 years. It looks like the Spence’s Bridge sport fishery will be
closed. There are other technical questions, such as selective fishing methods within the
window. If you have beach seines in the Lower Fraser, what is the cumulative impact? Can
we look at protecting them most years, if not all years? COSEWIC refers to an imminent
threat of extinction/extirpation, and despite the uncertainty, we have to do something. We
can’t accept giving up on these fish.
•

DFO: There is some science being done as part of the SARA process, which will help
somewhat. The risks around meeting the objective of protecting 90% of the run relate
to uncertainty about what will be the actual vs expected steelhead migration timing.
The selective fishing question is a good one. Evaluating proposals will require some
qualitative criteria and judgement.

•

Steelhead have continued to decline in the last 5 years. We stopped fishing years ago and
we’re fighting to bring them back. We are forced to rely on inland fisheries because we can
no longer rely on our own salmon stocks, and we have to compete with the province stocking
these lakes with other species for sport fisheries. The province and DFO have been pointing
at each other for a long time, so thanks for finally putting these on the agenda. It shouldn’t
matter where the steelhead come from because we’re all fighting these low numbers. It’s
very upsetting because our way of life has been taken from us. It’s not a sport.

•

Why aren’t provincial reps here today? DFO and the province permitted fisheries despite the
ongoing declines. Who are the stakeholders and what Canadian fisheries? If you’re
protecting 90%, who gets the other 10%? We’re cutting our fisheries to get them back to the
spawning grounds, but then DFO and the province approve things like the Trans-mountain
pipeline. When will the province attend these meetings to account for the mismanagement?
Three generations of my family haven’t tasted coho and yet the fish are still going down.
•

DFO: When DFO refers to stakeholders it generally means other non-First Nations
groups that respond to the IFMP. Reference to Canadian fisheries indicates that DFO
measures are not proposed for US fisheries. The other 10% refers to fish that migrate
outside of the window closure, but no retention is allowed.
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•

Does DFO plan to start collecting DNA to address the steelhead data gaps?
•

DFO: The window approach is intended to be cautious given the data gaps. There is
limited data that can be gleaned from sampling a handful of steelhead and it’s a
tradeoff against having additional mortality because of the extra handling required to
collect DNA. As genetic testing techniques improve, there will be more opportunity for
non-invasive testing.

Tier Two meeting Adjourned: 12:35 pm

Appendix 1: Acronym List
AFN: Assembly of First Nations

CSAS: Canadian Science Advice Secretariat

COSEWIC: Committee on the Status of
Endangered Wildlife in Canada

CWT: Coded Wire Tags

ER: Exploitation rate

ESSR: Excess Salmon to Spawning
Requirement

FSC: Food, social, ceremonial

FRAFS: Fraser River Aboriginal Fisheries
Society

FRSSI: Fraser River Sockeye Spawning
Initiative

IHPC: Integrated Harvest Planning Committee

IFMP: Integrated Fisheries Management
Plan

IMAWG: Island Marine Aquatic Working Group

JDF: Juan De Fuca

JS: Johnston Strait

JTWG: Joint Technical Working Group

LAER: Low Abundance Exploitation Rate

LFFA: Lower Fraser Fisheries Alliance

MA: Management Adjustment

PICFI: Pacific Integrated Commercial
Fisheries Initiative

PST: Pacific Salmon Treaty

SARA: Species At Risk Act

SFAB: Sport Fishing Advisory Board

SRKW: Southern Resident Killer Whales

SOG: Strait of Georgia

TAC: Total Allowable Catch

TAM: Total Allowable Mortality

UNDRIP: United Nations Declaration on
the Rights of Indigenous People

UFFCA: Upper Fraser Fisheries Conservation
Alliance
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